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NPV AND IRR: A CONCEPTUAL APPROACH TO THEIR
APPLICABILITY WITH REFERE NCE TO. TURKISH PRACTISE
Jale SÖZER.
There exist a number Of methods used in project appraisal. Usually the methods
which consider time value of money have more validity sinct; discounted cash tlow bas is is
6
unanimous ly accepted. Other methods have however, very limited use in the industry. Only
the sınai! scale projects' or in the situatiohs where the shoıt recovery period is set as the
only bas is for evaluation , payback period may be considered.
The methods which consider time value of money are:
1

1. Net Present Yalue (NPY)
2. lnternal Rate of Return (IRR)
3. Modified lnternal Rate ofReturn (MIRR)
4. Profitability lndex (Pi)
5. Discounted Payback Period (DPB)
Each of these methods measure a diffeııent aspect of returns . First two however, have
the widest application and acceptance by the business circles as well as academicia ns. There
has been various research and work to compare NPY and IRR. There is no consensus
reached on the subject yet, although almost ali finance books favor NPV. in this paper, the
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discussion will be made on conceptual. basis for each method with reference to Turkish
practise.
NPV and the Discount Rate
NPV is the difference between the present value of cash intıo.ws and the present
value of cash outflows (investment). lf the present value of intıows exceed that of outtlows,
there is a positive NPV and therefore the project is acceptable. The residual value calculated
as NPY is the measure ofthe project's contribution to the value ofthe fırm.
\

Cbnceptually, the argument is clear. lf the ıiıanagement's ultiı'nate objective is to
ınaximize the shareho·lders' wealth , best described by the value of the fırm', NPV is the
correct measure to apply and more and more ·high NPV projects will maximize
shareho.Iders' wealth.
.

1

NPV method· is built on the assumption that we can define the appropriate discount
2
rate to be used to fınd the present value equivalents of future cash tıows. The discount rate
3
is defıned as the cost of capital (or weighted average cost of capital WACC) by most of the
4
fınance literature. There are however defınitions as required rate of return and opportunity
cost of capital that is the returns of alternative investments of equal risk.'
The discount rate;. together with the estirtıated cash tıows and with the help of
market hypothesis are the basis for calculating NPV. When a totally certain
bu siness environment is assumed, the discount rate may be determined more easily and no
/
doubt.

effıc ient

When risk .is introduced in the picture, NPV method copes with risk in two ways:
1. Adjust"cash flows and estimate the certain cash flows,

•

' see for example: Weston. J. Fred, Besley, Scott, Brigham, Eugene F., "Essentials of
Managerial Finance". 11. Ed., The Dryden Press, 1996, p.12-13 , Emery, Dauglas R.,
Finnerty. John D. "Çorporaıe Financial Management", Prentice-Hall lnc., 1997, p.19 .
2
Bierman,Harold Jr .. Smidt, ·seymour, ''The Capital Budgeting Decision: Economic
Analysis of lnvesıment Prujecıs" 8. Ed., Marn illan Publishing Company, 1993, p. 64.
1
'
·
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4
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2. Adjust the discou nt rate for risk. ·
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aııd

1RR is the rate of growth of the capital invested in a project.. whereas cash released from
the project will earn marginal growth rate (used for rate ofreturn or hurdle rate). 10
Soıne also argue that reinvestment rate deterın in ati on ınakes no difference since it is
not effecting the clıoice. about the projects, hence, it is not supposed to be assuıned.
11

A lso, there are views on the opposite side. Meyer states that the rate of return earned
on the cash tlows froın previous investments must be equal to the average ·rate of return on
new inve stıne nt and not the ınarginal cost of capital, as generally concluded in the fınancial
literature. 12

Chipınan in his analythical work on the macro level, approaches the situation from
the renewa l equation and states that "natura!" depreciation policy whose rate is defıned as
the rate of decrease of the current value of investment (present value). discounted with
interest rate r, of th e stream of returns. This is called "characteristic rate of return" of the
project a, any interest rate r wlıiclı equalizes tile present value of tlıe project to the original
cost of 1 unit. lntern al rate of returıı is defineci as the largest such characteristic rate of
return ." Although it is not clearly stated, I·RR ' s function is the ,same as reinvestment rate.
in favo r of IRR as the reinvestment rate, Dorfman states that ignoring daughter
(to be rea li zed with the cash intlows froın a particular project) is to assume that
after the initi al inv estnı ent , no opportunities ınore proınising than the market rate of interest
will beco ııı e available. whiclı is not a very appealing assuınption.
iıı vestme nts

14

Net

Pr~sent

Value vs. lnternal Rate of Return

Regarding the reinv estnıent rate and sonıe other relevant characteristics, comparison
is ınade by ınany researchers as to which is ınore appropriate: NPV or IRR in deciding
abo ut projects. Also tlıere are· atteınpts to duplicate the reinvestment rate asslimption of

Loh~nann , Jack R., "The IRR, NPV and the Fallacy ofthe Reinvestınent Rate
Assumptions", The' Engineering Ecunomisı. Vol.33 ; No. 4, p.327.
11
Bernhard, Richard H., " lncoıne , Wealth Base and Rate of Return lınplications of
Alte.rnative Project Eva luation Criteria", The Engineering Econoınist, Spring 1993, Yol. 38,
No. 3, p. 174.
12
Meyer, Richard L., "A Note on Capital Budgeting Techniques and the Reirvestment
Rate", Joıırnal ofFinance, •December 1979, Yol. 34. No. 5, p. 1253.
ı ) Chipman. John S.. " A Renewal Model of Economic Growth: The Continious Case",
Econometrica. March 1977, Yol. 45, No.2, p. 296.
·ı-ı Dorfınan, Robert, "The Meaning of İnternal Rates of Return '·'. The Juurna/ ofFinance,
Oecemher 19RI . Yol. 16. No ..'i. n. 1019.
10
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NPV in IRR calculation . The new version of IRR is called Modifıed Interna l Rate of Return
15
(MIRR), that is the adjustınent is ınade in order to retlect kas the reinvestınent rate.
Majority of these work coıııe into the consensus that NPV and IRR give the same
1
accept/reject decisions if the projects are independent in nature. However, regarding
16
specifıc situations, the two methods may give contlicting decisions. These situations are:
•

Proj ects witlı different cash tlow timing,

•

Mu ltiple interna l rate ofreturns,

• Mutual ly exclusive (alternative) investment projects
outlays.or econoınic lives.

witlı

different initial

Projects with different timing of caslı tlows, tlıat is hi glıer or lower caslı tlows in the
ea rlier or later years ınay cause s uclı a contlict. We must note that IRR 's calculation is
independent of k. the decision is made by comparing IRR witlı k. Jherefore, tlıe conflict
arise because of d'ifferent NPV 's for different discount rates. it seems that IRR is a more
stab le measure ofprofıtabil i ty. it has been said in this context that IRR favors slıort payback
proj ects. Of course, the uncertainty inlıerent in tlıe business environment. puslı tlıe ·investors
to recover their investments in shorter periods. 1RR, by favoring short payback projects
would provide additional safety to risky situations. like a bird in the hand.
Multiple IRRs is possible for tlıe projects with nonnorınal cash tlows. Tlıat is, there
are additional investment required wlıiclı exceeds the cash receipts in later years or in the
!ast year. If there are two IRRs, the decision rule would be the project's acceptability
, depending on tlıe range in wl1ich NPY is positive and tlıe two IRRs setting up the upper and
lower limits of required rate of return . lf tlıe actual required rate of return falls into tlıis
range, tlıe project is acceptable. 17
in the case of different initial outlays of coınpeting projects, NPV can not be the
decision criteria. Consider the following case in whiclı there are two mutually exclusive
projects:

15

Pike , Neale, p. 1J4.
Richard A. ,
lb Eınery, Finnerty, p. 352, 354, Weston, Briglıaın,Besley, p. 505, Brealey.
lnternational
Finance".
ofCorporate
s
Fıındenıenta/
,"
J.
Alan
Marcus,
.•
J
St~wart
Meyers.
. Ed. Literatür Yayyncylyk, 1995. p.144-148 .
17
/
Weston. Reslev: Rrirrham . n. 506.
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/
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'
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it is appearent that NPV and IRR choose different projects. However the wealth
investor would choose project. B with the reasoning t~at he/she earns more
retu,rn for each dollar invested, even though NPV favors project A.

ınaxiınising

üne of the arguınents against 1RR İS · that the long time needed in computing IRR by
18
hand, since the iterative steps of trial and error ınust be used. If electronic means like
it
fınancial calculators or computers (for example Excell program under Windows) are used,
will only take seconds to calculate IRR.
I ,

1

The research and conceptual work comparing NPV an'd IRR are various. The
acadeınic views ,are rather favoring NPV, and corporate decision makers in the fırms and
19
fınancial institutions using mostly · IRR. There are surveys about the popularity of these
· two· methods irı.the ~usiness world proved that 1RR .has the widest acceptance by the
coı:porate bodies, fhough NPV is not totally disregarded. Survey made by Schall, Sundem
and Geijsbeek shows that among the 189 big scale fırms with considerable capital budgets
(over $10 miJlion), 65% are using IRR with the other methods while 6% only employ IRR
for final decision. Of these fırms 56% use NPV and only 2% use NPV as the single

18
19

Emery Finnerty, p. 348.
Beaves, p.296, Dorfmçın, p. 1O1 1.
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criteria. 20 A rnore recent survey conducted by Ross arnong twelve large rnanufacturers
21
points out that they all .prefer IRR.
Conceptu al Compari son of NPV and IRR with Respect to Turkish Practise
in .developing countrres, rnajor objectives of the economic policies are stabilization
the
· and grbwth. The growth, by itself is the objective of the business fırrns inherent in
use
effıcient
rnost
the
defınition of rnanagerial duties and shareholders aiıns . This requires
of funds, ınore specifıcally, investing in the projects \.vhich can bring the highest return on
per dollar invested. The resources that can be allocated to investrnents are. scarce, and the
t philosophy would be
oppoı1unities exist in various sectors are plenty. Then, the investri1en
ers' thirst for rnore
sharehold
the
satisfy
rather invest to get' best return, which in turn would
·
profi~.
lf the rnajor objective is growth. the crifical consideration in choosing an:ıong
opportunities is the 'extent to which they generate funds available for reinvestrne·nt. and the
best opportunity froın this point ofview is not necessarily the one with the highest .NPV of
cash flows. The growth objective is best achieved by adopting an IRR criterion in certain
2
circumstances. ~

in Turkish practise. the rate of growth achieved in !ast years are far above the rates
of developed countries . The rates of return in the sarne sector varies considerably between
a developed vs. developing country. Take for example the cotton yanı production. The
investrnent's rate of returıı is 5-8% in USA. while it is above 20% in Turkey. The rates
increases even ınore · in newly estı:ıblished young republics like Turkrnenistan . The
opportunities are rnore fora less developed country where the competition is low at various
sectors. As more and rnore firıns enter into the sector, coınpetition increases and profıtable
·
chan'ces are reduced.
in a developing econoıny, therefore. ıt ıs even rnore advisable to use IRR which
correctly evaluates the vast amount of opportunities available, which can at least bring the
sarne r.ate of returıı as the previous investrnents. Therefore the use of IRR in evaluating the
investment opportunities is the most advisable approach in Turkey.

20

Sc~all, Lawrançe

O., Sundern , Gary L., Geijsbeek , Williarn R. Jr. , "Survey and Analysis

of Capital Budgeting Methods" The Journal of Finance, March 1978, Yol. 33, No. 1: p. 282.
21
Ross, Mark. "Capital Budgeting Practises of Twelve Large Manufa'cturers " Financial
Manageinent, Winteı: 1986, p. 19.
22
Dorfınan. p. 1019.
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